
           

 

 

 

Reading Comprehension Skill-Building 

 
Introduction 
 
This assignment is centered on building useful skills for tackling the Verbal sections of the GRE or the 
Critical Analysis and Reasoning Skills (CARS) section on the MCAT. This lesson is a primer for 
building habits and skills that you should carry forth into your daily study sessions for these exams.  
 
The purpose of these sections on the exam(s) is to assess your ability to think critically. The approach 
is to test your comprehension, analysis, and reasoning skills through exposure to written passages 
from a wide range of disciplines in the social sciences, humanities, and natural sciences. The 
passages range in length from 1-5 paragraphs on the GRE, or 500-600 words on the MCAT, with 1-7 
questions per passage. Reading comprehension questions compose roughly ½ of all the questions 
on the Verbal Section of the GRE (~20 questions). The CARS contains 53 questions. The readings 
are generally dense material containing intricate writing and sophisticated vocabulary. They assume 
no prior knowledge of the subject area, but your ability to understand them does require a strong 
vocabulary. The questions are designed to test a wide range of abilities that you will need to use in 
your advanced degree program, including:  
 

• Identifying arguments and their premises or evidence  

• Drawing conclusions from information provided to you in academic and non-academic sources  

• Understanding the structure of texts and how the parts relate to one another  

• Making inferences from given text, data, or information as it is presented to you  

• Analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of an argument  

• Identifying the tone of a passage  

• Understanding the meaning of individual sentences, larger bodies of text, and words  
 
Today’s assignment will work on building vocabulary, identifying arguments and the tone of 
passages, and other necessary skills or strategies to tackle reading comprehension effectively and 
efficiently. We estimate this set of assignments will take 2.5 – 3 hours.  
 
Vocabulary Resources  
 
GRE 

• EnglishGrammarPass.com – 100 interactive vocabulary exercises for GRE practice  

• Kaplan Test Prep – 52 “Top GRE” Vocabulary words  

• Prep Scholar – 357 Best GRE Vocabulary Words  
MCAT 

• Vocabulary.com – 567 words to prepare for the MCAT  

• EnglishGrammarPass.com – interactive learning environment for building MCAT vocabulary  
 
  

https://englishgrammarpass.com/exercises/tests/63.html
https://www.kaptest.com/study/gre/top-52-gre-vocabulary-words/
https://www.prepscholar.com/gre/blog/gre-vocabulary-list-words/
https://www.vocabulary.com/lists/175725
https://englishgrammarpass.com/exercises/all_words/mcat-vocabulary/72.html


           

 

 

 

Learning Objectives 
 

• Students should be able to recognize the typical types of questions on the GRE Verbal and 
MCAT CARS sections, as well as strategies to tackle them.   

• Students should be able to identify common roots/prefixes/suffixes and be able to use them to 
further develop their vocabulary.  

• Students should be able to use context clues to better identify unknown vocabulary.  

• Students should know how to enhance reading comprehension by identifying the tone, main 
point, and other critical details in complex reading passages, increasing the ability to tackle 
broad comprehensive and analytical questions on standardized tests. 

 
Assignment  

Part I: Strategies for Tackling Reading Comprehension  

Review the slide deck on Reading Comprehension questions and strategies and the accompanying 
handout with example passages. Make sure to write down any questions you may have from the 
material to review with your group leaders.  

Part II: Getting to Know Context  

Review the short lesson below on types of context clues 

Context Clues are hints or indicators that an author will give to a reader to help define a difficult or 
unusual word. Context clues can occur before and after the word, and even can appear in the 
following sentence.  

What do context clues look like?  

1. Synonym – (repeat context clue) –Authors will use more than one word that means the same 
thing within their writing to provide further detail.  

a. Example: Alex is a misanthrope. He really is hateful and standoffish when he interacts 
with people.  

2. Antonym – (contrast context clue) – Text may also contain clues that have an opposite 
meaning of the word in question to illustrate the meaning of the unknown word.  

a. Example: Alicia is one of the most flamboyant dressers I know. I have never seen her 
wear something dull.  

3. Explanation – (Defining context clue) – This occurs when the word in question is explained 
within the sentence or the sentence after.  

a. Example: The weather last night was tempestuous. The storm created large debris 
across the yard and caused the power to go out several times.  

4. Specific Example – (Example context clue) – the text contains one or more examples used to 
clarify the term.  

a. Example: The arboretum was full of flourishing trees, including willows, birch, and 
magnolia trees all in the full bloom of spring.  

  

https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EVx8MKexQ89GvUn9neiB0XIBj_BPO8IoUEU88W3qHz_bnA?e=FidqXL
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EQaDITS1p8VBlSInHywwkcoBSKgPBCwPSUSg6CtXxxUVvw?e=VXe0r4


           

 

 

 

Mini – Assignment #1 – Using Context Clues  
1. Read the passage, “Fall of the House of Usher”. Using context clues, write what you think the 

underlined words mean in the attached worksheet. What were the clues that you used to 
identify what the word means?  Do not use a dictionary for this activity. The goal of this 
exercise is to read in context.  

 
2. Repeat for the passage, “We Shall Fight on the Beaches” and “Let’s Stop Playing Politics with 

Vaccines” using the remainder of the worksheet.  
 
You can repeat this activity with any high-level reading material (academic or non-academic) to better 
build this skill over time. We recommend using reading material from fields that you are not familiar 
with to better test this skill, since you are more likely to encounter words that you do not know or 
different contexts for words that you are already semi-familiar with. Some other recommended 
sources for material include: The Economist, The Atlantic, Scientific American, The New Yorker, 
National Geographic, and newspapers such as The New York Times, The Washington Post, or The 
Wall Street Journal.  
 
Part III: Etymology and Going Back to Our “Roots”  
 

1. Review concepts of “Prefixes”, “Suffixes”, and “Latin and Greek Root Words” – videos from 
MiAcademy  

a. “Prefixes” (5:06) 
b. “Suffixes” (4:02)  
c. “Latin and Greek Root Words” (4:09)   

 
These videos are very basic, but they provide a good overview of a tool that we often take for granted 
when trying to learn vocabulary.  The idea behind learning roots and affixes is that you can create a 
strategy to decipher unfamiliar words, help narrow answer choices, and expand your vocabulary. By 
memorizing the 50 most common roots and their meanings, you can learn 5000+ words that are 
derived from them. The most common roots are charted below here with example GRE/MCAT 
vocabulary, but this is also a great resource for an expanded selection of roots/suffixes/prefixes:  

 

Root, Prefix, 
or Suffix 

Meaning Example 

A-/Ab- Without Amoral 

Ambi- On both sides Ambivalent 

Ante- Before or in front Antecedent 

Anti- Against Antipathy 

Ad-/Ac-/An- Toward or Against Annotate 

Aqu-/Aqua- Water Aquatic 

Bene- Good Benevolent 

Bi- Two Bifurcate 

Bio- Life Biome 

-cede/-ceed Go or Yield Precede 

Circum- Around Circumscribe 

Contra- Against /Opposite Contradiction 

Cycl- Circle Cyclical 

De- Reduce or Remove Defenestrate 

Di-/Dis- Apart or Away Diverge 

Dict- Speak or Say Dictation 

-dox Belief Paradoxical 

Du-/Duo-/Di- Two Duology 

Em-/En- Into or In Embark 

-esce Becoming Tumescent 

Ex- Out or Way Extirpate 

Extra-/Extro- Beyond or Outside Extrapolate 

-fide/Fid- Faith Fidelity 

Fore-/-fore Before, Previously Forestall 

-gram Writing/Letters Epigram 

-graph Writing/Recording Stenography 

https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EZQ0KjQZ6-FLtw7lSaHDQEwBfvdmA6V1bGs0kcynPtilEg?e=aTyoTX
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EZQ0KjQZ6-FLtw7lSaHDQEwBfvdmA6V1bGs0kcynPtilEg?e=aTyoTX
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EZQ0KjQZ6-FLtw7lSaHDQEwBfvdmA6V1bGs0kcynPtilEg?e=aTyoTX
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EZQ0KjQZ6-FLtw7lSaHDQEwBfvdmA6V1bGs0kcynPtilEg?e=aTyoTX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7oGNyHX81I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=635oQTY61J8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWyX8vl6kMs
http://www.palosverdes.com/jesse/pvphs/www-freecollege-com-vocab.htm


           

 

 

 

Hetero- Different Heterodox 

-hood State; Quality; group 
of 

Unlikelihood 

Homo- Same Homologous 

Hyper- Excessive Hyperbole 

Hypo- Under or Below Hypocrite 

Inter- Between Interdiction 

Intra-/Intro- Inside, Within Intravenous 

Junct-/-junct Joining Disjunct 

-less Without Listless 

-logy The study of Biology 

Mal-/Male- Bad, Evil Malediction 

Mis- Bad, Incorrect Misogyny 

Mono- One Monologue 

-ness State of being Likeness 

Non- Not, Without Nonsensical 

Ob- Against or Before Obfuscate 

Omni- All, Everything Omnipotent 

Pedi-/Pede- Foot Pedestrian 

Phil- Love or Affinity Philanthropic 

Pre- Before Preamble 

Pro- Before, Forward Prologue 

Re- Again, Backward Reticulate 

Sub- Under, Lower Suboptimal 

Taut- Same Tautology 

Tele- Across Televangelist 

Temp- Time Temporal 

Theo- God Theocracy 

Tort- Twist Tortuous 

Trans- Across, Beyond Transitional 

Un- Not, opposite Unwarranted 

2. Mini-Assignment #2 – Latin and Greek Root Word Meaning Match Worksheet  
3. Mini-Assignment #3 – Word Architecture Handout and Word Architecture Assignment  

 
Part IV: Speed Reading and Analyzing Arguments  
 
Mini – Assignment #4 – Breaking It All Down  

1. Read the passage (“Abigail Adams to John Adams – March 31, 1776” ). Answer the following 
questions: Example questions like you would see on the exam are included below each 
question that you must answer.  

 

• What is the tone? Is it positive or negative?  
o Example: The author’s attitude towards X can best be described as …?  

• What is the purpose of the passage? Is it an argument, informational, compare and 
contrast, etc.?  

o Example: Which of the following would be the most appropriate title for the given 
passage?  Which of the following best captures the main goal of the passage?  

• What is the thesis statement or main idea of the passage?  
o Example: In this passage, the author is primarily concerned with …?  

• What evidence does the author provide? Are there specific facts, they use in the passage? 
If so, what are they?  

o Example: According to the passage, the author considers the idea in paragraph X to 
be …?  

• What inferences or comparisons to similar situations can you make about the passage?  
o Example: Which of the following situations is most analogous to the situation 

described by the author in paragraph X or lines X to X? It can be inferred from the 
passage that, that author thinks…?  

• How is the passage structured/organized?  
o Example: Which of the following best describes the structure of the passage? Which 

of the following describes the organization of the lines X through X in the passage?  
 

https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EUzGqcR91sNClQTJs0f0wMABjIXxf-VdD00GnjOd0y1ZNg?e=Jdywqb
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EWvpiHs0hjVEjYsL4KfMYC4B-sQ3fAQpxAvcQAX53-DfHQ?e=JGbAQd
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/ERDq21d_z2RAv1Dp3ViGY9UBPG_QJgwuacuO-LKp0VIEQQ?e=RNFAhJ
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EV3yAfZL4_9OgGxVeuml4qUB6AazeiLUb2lYvXq_NpSe3w?e=hdOYcb


           

 

 

 

2. Repeat with passage (“Adult Learning Across Cultures”). Make sure to save your answers for 
both passages in a document to review with your group members/CASA leaders at the end of 
the week.  

 
Follow-Up:   
 
Students will be evaluated on their completion and submission of all associated mini activities within 
the Reading Comprehension assignment.  
 
Students should continue to work through similar root-word exercises and vocabulary practices from 
the provided list of resources.  
 
References and Resources:  
 

• https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-medical-school/article/mcat-2015-cars-overview/  

• https://crunchprep.com/gre-reading-comprehension-guide   

• https://magoosh.com/gre/2011/reading-vocabulary-in-context-where-should-i-start/ 

 

https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EXGDVBeurq9EhJL2fNopFkUBI8SNEgK4HF5-6rlTOFL1Eg?e=0Jmsaz
https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-medical-school/article/mcat-2015-cars-overview/
https://crunchprep.com/gre-reading-comprehension-guide
https://magoosh.com/gre/2011/reading-vocabulary-in-context-where-should-i-start/

